Galilean Nights Event ID: gn271

Number of telescopes: 45 telescopes, binoculars 25X150
Number of organisers: 41
Number of attendees: 3600

Event Report:
Galileo 22 Nights at November 24, 2009
The Astronomical Association of Murcia took 6 observations at different points in the area with a total of 20 telescopes and an assist around 1.700 people.
The Scientific Society "Molina Astronomical conducted a public astronomical observation and a talk to high school students. The assistance from the telescopes to search on a single night was 1.600 people, who could repeat Galileo's observations with 8 telescpios and bonoculares giant. The Nights of Galileo for this entity continued until 27 November with a big party at the Colegio Galileo Galilei.

The Astronomical Observatory of Murcia, Nights of Galileo held an exhibition of astronomical images.

Our Nights of Galileo began in January 2009 and our project, "You can be Galileo", aimed at students and learning centers in 2008. We also had special activities at the Astronomical Observatory of Murcia. La Murta, Nights of Galileo.

More than 80,000 people have looked through a telescope or have participated in activities during IYA2009 Astronomy.